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Every “Body” is a Star 
 
God's signature design is expressed as opposites of equal proportions of power that 
bilaterally manifest a third power of one. What this expression proclaims is that when one 
power encounters a second power of equal and opposite proportions of power, they 
manifest a third power of one that moves out in every direction imaginable, in 
equidistance, from the center part of its celestial heart until a star is formed or born. That 
star becomes you.  
  
As a star, you take on the shape and form of a sphere, a globe or a sparkling bubble, 
which is far from being a mass of rubble. You become a projection of perfection of inner 
beauty, a shining reflection in every direction. Since there are no boundaries, borders or 
edges in space, your spherical grace serves as a base, a miniature model, representing the 
entire universal space.  
 
This geometrical base initiated the pace that led to God’s run on creating third powers of 
one. You are that third power all rolled into one, a product of two that God first begun; 
these two were true opposites, not two of the same, creating the miracle of life that only 
God can proclaim. You are the hallmark of a three-dimensional analog of a circle – a 
triangle – genetically classified as a sphere.  
  
A sphere represents the balance of time and space that gives shape and form to the whole 
human race. Nothing of good would ever take place without the balance between 
opposites of God’s power base – good and bad, right and wrong; happy, sad; now here, 
now gone. It’s not only experiencing our inner origins of bliss, it’s experiencing them 
both that our shining star will forever exist. 
  
The magnitude of our spiritual presence as a star cannot be defined by the limitations by 
which the human mind is designed; our presence as a star can only be proclaimed, created 
and defined by none other than the Holy Devine – God. 
 
So, if you think, “I think, therefore, I am,” well, think again my friend, because thinking 
is a scam. To “know thyself” you can’t use the mind, because your mind was designed 
way after your time. The only thought that’s valid when it comes to using your mind is 
the one I give here in the following line: “If you think for one moment you’re not of 
God’s bliss, you wouldn’t know splendor, you wouldn’t even exist.” How can you think 
before your time when in fact, you did not even have a mind? 
 
Even if we consider ourselves to be agnostic, atheist, secular or humanist, we would be 
remised to “think” that these knaves represent the super stars that we truly are. Our 
origins of bliss stem from the good, and since God is good our image is crisp. Who else 
would we super stars prefer to be, the opposite of Thee? Our place is inside to reside with 
the good, not wallowing with the opposites, unless it’s to mate with them, as good super 
stars should.  
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Who initiated the spark that brought us out of the dark and into the light to shine 
incredibly bright? Ironic as it may seem, you are the gleam that put into place the birth of 
the human race. Since you are the third power of one, and a product of two, God has 
passed down the baton to you, man! He blessed you with His seed to do what He would 
want you to do, as often as you can, and that is to create more super stars as God ordained 
man and woman to command.  
 
So, God created woman to provide the soil to breed the seed that He planted in man as 
creed. This masterful creation that He made in one hour, led to the first, the second and 
the awesome third power. We are all chips off the “Old Block,” and as spiritual brothers 
and sisters, we are all from the same flock. We are made in God’s image; yes, we so 
undoubtedly are, espousing the audacious truth that every “body” is a star – a child of 
God – that’s who we truly are.  
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